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We present an analysis of atmospheric neutrino data from a 33.0 kton yr (535-day) exposure of the
Super-Kamiokande detector. The data exhibit a zenith angle dependent deficit of muon neutrinos which
is inconsistent with expectations based on calculations of the atmospheric neutrino flux. Experimental
biases and uncertainties in the prediction of neutrino fluxes and cross sections are unable to explain our
observation. The data are consistent, however, with two-flavor nm $ nt oscillations with sin2 2u .
0.82 and 5 3 1024 , Dm2 , 6 3 1023 eV2 at 90% confidence level. [S0031-9007(98)06975-0]

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 96.40.Tv

Atmospheric neutrinos are produced as decay products
in hadronic showers resulting from collisions of cosmic
rays with nuclei in the upper atmosphere. Production

of electron and muon neutrinos is dominated by the pro-
cesses p1 ! m1 1 nm followed by m1 ! e1 1 nm 1
ne (and their charge conjugates) giving an expected ratio
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with local density 0.3 GeV=cm3 [37,38], a Maxwellian
velocity distribution with a rms velocity of 270 km=s, and a
solar rotation speed of 220 km=s. The results are listed in
Table I. They are also plotted together with other exper-
imental results in Fig. 3 for SD coupling and Fig. 4 for SI
coupling for the isospin-invariant case. For IVDM, we note
that for the result given in the Table I, the entire CDMS II Si
[15] 90% C.L. signal region will be in tension with our
τþτ− channel result.

There are several sources of uncertainties related to the
WIMP capture process. Uncertainty in the composition of
the Sun is considered by comparing the DARKSUSY
default choice BS2005-OP model with the BS2005-
AGS,OPmodel [47] with lower heavy element abundances.
For the uncertainty in the nuclear form factor, we compared
the Helm-Gould form factor [7] used in DARKSUSY to the
choices in Refs. [48,49]. These effects are predicted to be
small in the SD-coupling case and up to 25%, 45%
respectively in the SI-coupling case where heavier elements
than hydrogen contribute to the capture. The effect of
uncertainties in the velocity distribution of WIMPs is
determined in Ref. [50] to be up to 40% (25)% for SD
(SI) couplings. The effects of the planets on the capture rate
is determined to be negligible [51,52]. Solar evaporation is
expected to have no impact above a WIMP mass of
4 GeV=c2 [16,53–55]. These uncertainties are added in
quadrature and indicated by the shadowed regions in
Figs. 3 and Fig. 4. Uncertainty in the local WIMP density
will make a similar vertical shift of the limits for all direct
and indirect detection experiments, and so is not indicated.
In conclusion, the result of the first WIMP search using

contained events in SK is presented. No significant signal
excess was found for 4–200 GeV=c2 WIMP hypotheses.
The derived upper limit on the SD WIMP-proton cross
section places the most stringent constraint to date for
WIMP masses below 200 GeV=c2 even for the softest (bb̄)
channel, assuming the equilibrium condition between
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FIG. 2 (color online). The 90% upper limit on total integrated
muon-neutrino flux from WIMP annihilations in the Sun at SK
for the τþτ− channel in red solid line, bb̄ in green dashed line,
WþW− in blue dot-dashed line. The shadowed regions show 1σ
bands of the sensitivity study results (color scheme is the same as
for data).
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FIG. 3 (color online). 90% C.L. upper limits on SD WIMP-
proton cross section calculated at DARKSUSY [30] default are
shown in red solid line with uncertainty bands to take account of
uncertainties in the capture rate for the bb̄, WþW−, and τþτ−

channels from top to the bottom. Also shown are limits from other
experiments. IceCube [9] in brown dashed line: bb̄ (top) /WþW−

or τþτ− (bottom); BAKSAN [10] in pink dot-dashed line: bb̄
(top), WþW− (middle), τþτ− (bottom); PICASSO [39] (blue
long-dashed line); SIMPLE [40] (green long dot-dashed line).
The black shaded region is the 3σ C.L. signal claimed by DAMA/
LIBRA [12,41].
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FIG. 4 (color online). 90% C. L. upper limits on the SI WIMP-
nucleon cross section (plotting scheme is the same as Fig. 3).
Also shown are event excesses or annual modulation signals
reported by other experiments: DAMA/LIBRA (black shaded
regions, 3σ C.L.); CoGeNT [13] (magenta diagonally cross-
hatched region, 90% C.L.); CRESSTII [14] (violet horizontally
shaded regions, 2σ C.L.); CDMS II Si [15] (blue vertically shaded
region, 90% C.L.); and limits: IceCube [9] in brown dashed line:
bb̄ (top), WþW− or τþτ− (bottom); SuperCDMS [42] (cyan
dotted line); CDMSlite [43] (blue long dot-dashed line);
XENON10 S2-only [44] (dark green dash triple dotted line);
XENON100 [45] (green dash double dotted line); LUX [46]
(orange long-dashed line).
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hardware. For these uncertainties, fSKni;j will be nonzero in
only one run period. A table of all systematic uncertainties
included in the analysis can be found in the appendix
to [52].
In order to focus the analysis on the LV coefficients,

the standard oscillation parameters are constrained to
external measurements and their uncertainties are taken as

systematic errors. The T2K measurement of νμ disappear-
ance, jΔm2

32j¼ð2.51#0.10Þ×10−3 eV2 and sin2ðθ23Þ ¼
0.514# 0.055 [59], is used because its narrow-band beam
and shorter fixed baseline make it less sensitive to the
Lorentz-violating spectral distortions considered in this
analysis. The mixing angle sin2ð2θ13Þ ¼ 0.095# 0.01 is
taken from the 2013PDGworld average [60], the solar terms
are taken from the global fit performed by the SK solar
+KamLAND analysis, Δm2

21 ¼ ð7.46# 0.19Þ × 10−5 eV2,
sin2ðθ12Þ ¼ 0.305# 0.021 [32]. The CP-violating phase δ
and the mass hierarchy (the sign of Δm2) are not yet known
and so are allowed to float unconstrained.
Equation (3.1) is minimized with respect to the ~ϵ for each

choice of ~θ in a fit’s parameter space. A set of linear
equations in ϵj’s is derived from Eq. (3.1) using the fact that
the derivative ∂χ2=∂ϵj is zero at the minimum [58]. These
equations can then be solved iteratively to find the mini-
mum profile likelihood for that set of oscillation param-
eters, building up a map of χ2 vs ~θ. The best fit point is
defined as the global minimum of this map.
Six fits are performed for the real and imaginary parts of

aT and cTT in the three sectors, eμ, eτ, and μτ. The real and
imaginary parts of each coefficient are fit simultaneously,
but otherwise the coefficients are fit independently fol-
lowing the procedure typical for SME analyses [12]. Tests
with fits to high-statistics fake data sets reliably find no
LV when none is present and correctly extract the best fit
point if a fake data set with an LV signal is used. However,
there is generally some ambiguity between the real and
imaginary parts since they produce similar oscillation
effects at the energies where LV-oscillations dominate.
The low-energy differences allow the correct parameter to
be chosen in fits to simulated data with high statistics, but
small fluctuations can easily move the best fit point to just
the real part, just the imaginary part, or a combination of
the two.
No significant evidence of Lorentz violation is seen in

any of the fits. The most significant exclusion of no LV is
for aTeμ, and it has a Δχ2 ¼ 1.4, less than 1σ with 2 degrees
of freedom. The absolute χ2 for the fits ranges from 538.6
to 540.0 with 480 bins (477 degrees of freedom), corre-
sponding to goodness-of-fit p-values around 2.5%. The
best-fit momentum and zenith distributions for the aT and
cTT fits are shown, compared with the data, in Appendix C.
A summary of the fit results, including upper limits at the
95% confidence level, best-fit values, and levels of agree-
ment with no Lorentz violation can be seen in Table II. The
two-dimensional contours at the 95% confidence level on
aT and cTT are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively.
The limits on the real and imaginary parts of the parameter
are slightly different in the eτ and μτ sectors because these
fits found best fit points with different values for the real
and imaginary components.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Two-dimensional contours at the 95%
confidence level for the real and imaginary parts of aTeτ, aTeμ, and
aTμτ in (a) and cTTeτ , cTTeμ , and cTTμτ in (b). The hashed areas indicate
the side of the contour that is excluded. The best-fit points from
the three fits are also shown as markers. The one-dimensional
Δχ2 curves are shown in the top and right side plots with the
alternate variable profiled out.
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by approximately 3%. By introducing this normalization
change with the sterile oscillation parameter, several sys-
tematic error parameters can be moved closer to their
nominal values, reducing the χ2 penalty term. The reduction

is concentrated in three systematic errors: the ðνμþν̄μÞ=
ðνeþν̄eÞ ratio in the atmospheric flux below 1GeVand from
1–10 GeV as well as the charged-current quasielastic
(CCQE) νμ=νe cross-section ratio, summarized in Table III.
All three of these systematic errors relate to the relative

normalization between the μ-like subsamples, which have
sterile oscillations, and the e-like subsamples, which do
not. These two flux systematics specifically affect the low-
energy subsamples and the CCQE interaction mode is
dominant at lower energies, so it affects the same sub-
samples. The flux uncertainty is calculated as part of the
neutrino flux model, which uses direct muon flux mea-
surements plus simulations of hadronic interactions in the
atmosphere constrained by hadron production experiments
[58]. The uncertainty is between 2% and 3% in size at these
energies. The CCQE cross-section uncertainty comes from
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FIG. 6 (color online). Ratios to the MC prediction without
sterile neutrinos, binned in zenith angle and summed across SK-I
through SK-IV, for three μ-like subsamples at low (FC sub-GeV),
medium (FC multi-GeV), and high energies (though-going UP-
μ). The prediction without sterile neutrinos has been fit to the data
using the systematic uncertainties. The black points represent the
data with statistical error bars and the solid red line shows the MC
prediction with the best fit for sterile neutrinos (jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.016),
including the best fit systematic uncertainties. In all the samples it
lines up close to unity, meaning the prediction is nearly identical
to the prediction without sterile neutrinos. The dashed red line
shows the MC prediction with the same sterile component
(jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.016), but now with the same systematic uncertainty
parameters as the denominator, showing the effect of just the
sterile oscillations: the normalization is shifted downward by
approximately 3% in every μ-like sample.

TABLE III. The best fit pull values, shown for both no sterile
neutrinos and the best fit point from the sterile vacuum analysis,
of the systematics which change the most between those two
points. The values at the best sterile fit are all significantly smaller
than the values assuming no sterile neutrinos, reducing the χ2

penalty term.

Systematic uncertainty No steriles (σ) Best fit (σ)

ðνμ þ ν̄μÞ=ðνe þ ν̄eÞ, < 1 GeV −0.49 −0.13
ðνμ þ ν̄μÞ=ðνe þ ν̄eÞ, 1–10 GeV −0.50 −0.09
CCQE νμ=νe 0.36 0.01
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FIG. 7. The 90% and 99% upper limits on jUμ4j2 from the
sterile vacuum fit to Super-K is shown in the solid and dashed and
vertical lines, respectively. The gray filled region is excluded at
90%. This analysis is not sensitive to Δm2, but the experiments
who also measure jUμ4j2 are, so here the one-dimensional Super-
K result is shown in two dimensions. The dotted line is the 90%
limit placed by the joint analysis of MiniBooNE and SciBooNE
[35] and the dot-dashed line is the 90% limit placed by the CCFR
experiment [34].
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phase) and the background directional distribution shape
uncertainty (evaluated from detector zenith angle data
distributions and limited by statistical fluctuations). The
measured day-night asymmetry when using this simple
method is shown in the middle column of Table I, along
with the statistical and systematic uncertainties. SK mea-
sures the day-night asymmetry in this simple way as
ADN ¼ ½−4.2# 1.2ðstatÞ # 0.8ðsystÞ&%, which deviates
from zero by 2.8σ.
Figure 2 shows the combined SK-I/II/III/IV day-night

amplitude fit as a function of recoil electron energy. In each
recoil electron energy bin e, the day-night variation is fit to
an amplitude αe. The displayed day-night asymmetry
values are the product of the fit amplitude αe with the
expected day-night asymmetry Ae

DN;calc (red), when using
the SK best-fit point of oscillation parameters
(Δm2

21 ¼ 4.8þ1.8
−0.9 × 10−5 eV2, sin2θ12 ¼ 0.342þ0.029

−0.025 [11]
and sin2 θ13 ¼ 0.025# 0.003 [19]). These parameters are
chosen when using SK’s spectral and time variation data
along with constraints on the 8B solar neutrino flux and θ13.

When all energy bins are fit together and the same
oscillation parameters are assumed, the resulting
SK-measured day-night asymmetry coming from the
amplitude fit is Afit

DN ¼ ½−3.2# 1.1ðstatÞ&%, with an asym-
metry of −3.3% expected by numerical calculations (see
[16] for details).
Originally, the systematic uncertainties on the SK-I and

II day-night amplitude measurements (see [16]) were
conservatively assigned to be the same as that of the simple
day-night asymmetry measurement (see [4,5]). Because
[4,5] only give total systematic uncertainties and not those
for each of the components, we have now reestimated the
systematic uncertainties of the day-night amplitude fit of
the first two SK phases, using similar methods as for SK-III
and IV. The methods for estimating the systematic uncer-
tainties of the amplitude fit in SK-III and IV are detailed in
[11] (see Section 9.3). A summary of the various compo-
nents of the systematic uncertainty on the day-night
amplitude fit, as well as the total, is given in Table II
for each SK phase.
During the SK-I and II phases, the largest contribution to

the systematic uncertainty came from the directional
dependence of the energy scale. From the beginning of
the SK-III phase, a depth-dependent water transparency
parameter was introduced into the MC simulation program.
This corrects for the depth-dependence of the water
absorption coefficient and greatly reduces the directional
dependence of the energy scale. The further reduction seen
from SK-III to SK-IV comes from an improvement in the
comparison between data and MC timing, the result of the
electronics upgrade prior to SK-IV. The largest contribution
to the systematic uncertainty now comes from the expected
background shapes, which are derived from fits to the
detector’s zenith and azimuthal angle distributions after
statistical subtraction of the solar neutrinos. The accuracy
of these shapes are limited by statistics.
The additional contribution to the systematic uncertainty

during SK-III and IV, coming from the event selection,
is the result of the combination of the external event and
tight fiducial volume cuts (see [6,11]). The tight fiducial
volume cut introduced at the start of SK-III is asymmetric
in the z direction, causing the external event cut to have
different selection efficiencies during the day and night
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FIG. 2 (color online). SK day-night amplitude fit as a function
of recoil electron kinetic energy (unlike [16] which uses total
energy), shown as the measured amplitude times the expected
day-night asymmetry, for oscillation parameters chosen by the
SK best fit. The error bars shown are statistical uncertainties only,
and the expected dependence is shown in red.

TABLE II. Day-night amplitude fit systematic uncertainties by
SK phase. The total is found by adding the contributions for each
phase in quadrature.

SK-I SK-II SK-III SK-IV

Energy Scale 0.8% 0.8% 0.2% 0.05%
Energy Resolution 0.05% 0.05% 0.05% 0.05%
Background Shape 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6%
Event Selection ( ( ( ( ( ( 0.2% 0.1%
Earth Model [20] 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01%
Total 1.0% 1.0% 0.7% 0.6%

TABLE I. Day-night asymmetry for each SK phase, coming
from separate day and night rate measurements (middle column)
and the amplitude fit (right column). The uncertainties shown are
statistical and systematic. The entire right column assumes the
SK best-fit point of oscillation parameters.

ADN # ðstatÞ # ðsystÞ Afit
DN # ðstatÞ # ðsystÞ

SK-I ð−2.1# 2.0# 1.3Þ% ð−2.0# 1.7# 1.0Þ%
SK-II ð−5.5# 4.2# 3.7Þ% ð−4.3# 3.8# 1.0Þ%
SK-III ð−5.9# 3.2# 1.3Þ% ð−4.3# 2.7# 0.7Þ%
SK-IV ð−5.3# 2.0# 1.4Þ% ð−3.4# 1.8# 0.6Þ%
Combined ð−4.2# 1.2# 0.8Þ% ð−3.2# 1.1# 0.5Þ%

PRL 112, 091805 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
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Terrestrial matter effect
[PRL 112, 091805 (2014)]

Wide range of relevant energy: from MeV to TeV
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Opening a door to new world (again)…
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Kamiokande
(1983-1996)

Super-Kamiokande
(1996-)

Hyper-Kamiokande
(202?-)

3kton 50kton 1Mton=1000kton

x17 x20
(x25 fiducial mass)

(560kton fiducial)

It’s time to go to a next step.
Three generation of large water Cherenkov detectors in Kamioka
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Hyper-Kamiokande Detector
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Total volume:       
   Inner volume: 
  Outer volume:
Fiducial volume:  

0.99 Mton
0.74 Mton
0.2  Mton
0.56 Mton

x25 of Super-K

• 99,000 20” PMT 
for inner-det.  

(20% coverage)

• 25,000 8” PMT 
for outer-det.

(0.056Mton × 10 compartments)

Hyper-K WG, 
arXiv:1109.3262 
arXiv:1309.0184
arXiv:1502.05199  
  (to appear in PTEP)

54m
48m

247.5m
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Multi-purpose detector, Hyper-K
• Comprehensive study of ν oscillation

• CPV (>3σ for 76% of δ)

• Mass hierarchy with acc.+atm ν
• θ23 octant

• Test of exotic scenarios

• Nucleon decay discovery potential

• e+π0: 5×1034 years,  
νK+:  1×1034 years (3σ)

• Neutrino astrophysics

• Supernova up to 2Mpc, ~1SN/10yrs

• Relic SN neutrinos (~200ν/10yers)

• Indirect dark matter search

• Solar neutrino (~200evts/day) 

• Geophysics

• Maybe more / unexpected
7

Multi-purpose detector, Hyper-K
• Total (fiducial) volume is 1 (0.56) million ton
– 25 × Super-K

• Explore full picture of neutrino oscillation 
parameters.
– Discovery of leptonic CP violation (Dirac δ)
– ν mass hierarchy determination(Δm2

32>0 or <0) 

– θ23 octant determination (θ23<π/4 or >π/4)

• Extend nucleon decay search sensitivity
– τproton=1034~1035 years

• Neutrinos from astrophysical objects
– 200 ν’s / day from Sun
– 250,000 (50) ν’s from Supernova @Galactic-

center (Andromeda)
– 830 ν’s / 10 years Supernova relic ν
– WIMP ν, solar flare ν, etc

Hyper-K WG, 
arXiv:1109.3262 [hep-ex]

Proton 
Decays

6

Sun

Supernova

accelerator
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Invariant mass (MeV/c2)
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(d) 1.0x1035 year

GUT tests by Nucleon Decay Searches

‣Discovery reach (3σ)  
‣τ(p→e+π0)~5.4×1034years（HK 10yrs）

‣Limit (90%CL)            
‣τ(p→e+π0)>1.3×1035years（HK 10yrs） 

p→e+π0

τproton=1.2×1034years
（SK 90% CL limit） proton mass peak

K+ lifetime

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

p→νK+

τproton=4×1033年
（SK 90% CL limit）

K + lifetime

                   (& monochromatic μ +)

‣Discovery reach (3σ)  
‣τ(p→νK+)~1.2×1034years（HK 10yrs）

‣Limit (90%CL)         
‣τ(p→νK+)>3.2×1034years（HK 10yrs） 

K+ decay time (nsec)

6

BG

BG

Good discovery potential, 90% CL sensitivity of 1034~1035 yrs

Proton decay sensitivity

8
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) Hyper-Kamiokande

Super-Kamiokande LAr 34kton
p→νK+

p→νK+

p→e+π0

560kton

22kton

5years

Time

Proton decay sensitivity

• HK analysis not yet optimized for large exposure
• Analysis still improving with SK data and new technique
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Hyper-K’s sensitivities

Open for many decay modes including p→e+π0, p→νK+

10
32

10
33

10
34

Soudan Frejus Kamiokande IMB

o/B (years)

Super-K

p A e+ /0

p A ++ l0

n A i t

p A e+ K 0

n A e+ K -

n A ++ K -

p A i K +

n A i K 0

p A e+ K*(892)0

n A i K*(892)0

p A i K*(892)+

p A ++ /0

n A ++ /-

p A i /+

n A i /0

p A e+ d

p A ++ d

n A i d

p A e+ l0

n A e+ l-

n A i l0

p A e+ t

p A ++ t

n A e+ /-

n A ++ l-

p A i l+

p A ++ K 0

21

10
35

3 4

n A e- K +

‣p→e++π0

‣τproton/Br > 1×1035 years @90%CL
‣5Mton×years (9 Hyper-K years)

‣p,n→(e+,μ+)+(π,ρ,ω,η)

‣O(1034~35)years

‣SUSY favored p→ν+K+

‣3×1034 years

‣K0 modes, νπ0, νπ+ possible

‣Others
‣(B-L) violated modes
‣radiative decays  p→e+γ, μ+γ
‣neutron-antineutron oscillations (|ΔB|=2)
‣di-nucleon decays (|ΔB|=2)
‣pp→XX..., nn→XX...

Improvements in many modes by a factor ~10

15

Nucleon decay search in Hyper-K

Frejus
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Remaining mysteries of neutrino

• Mass hierarchy  
(mass ordering)  
m1,m2<m3 or 
m1,m2>m3?

• θ23 maximal (45°)?  
if not, <45° or >45°?

• CP symmetry violated?

11

Goals of current and next generation experiments
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ν oscillation study w/ Hyper-K
• Long baseline experiment with  

J-PARC neutrino beam (J-PARC P58)

• Same baseline as T2K

• Well understood beam and 
systematics (NA61 etc.)

• Reliable sensitivity estimate 
based on T2K results

• Main focus on CP asymmetry 

• Atmospheric neutrino

• Broad energy and baseline

• >3σ determination of  
mass hierarchy and θ23 octant

12

SK
HK

J-PARC ν beamline designed to have  
the same off-axis for Super-K & Hyper-K

 arXiv:1502.05199 (to appear in PTEP) Masashi Yokoyama (U. Tokyo)

~0.6GeV νµ"
295km�

Higher Intensity
ν beam from J-PARC

Quest for CP Violation in 
lepton sector

8

Accelerator ν:
J-PARC to HK

x25 Larger Target
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Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex

13

J"PARC''
Japan'Proton'Accelerator'Research'Complex'

Linac&
(400MeV)&

3&GeV&synchrotron&RCS&
(25&Hz,&1MW)&

30&GeV&synchrotron&
MR(0.75&MW)&

Materials&&&Life&Facility&
neutron�muon&

Hadron&Facility&

Neutrinofacility&
�T2K�&

3'Accelerators'
3(+'1)'User'facili=es'

�(Construc=on�2001~2009,'opera=on:'2009~)'

Interna=onal'User'Facility'
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Mid-term plan of MR�

JFY� 2011� 2012� 2013� 2014� 2015� 2016� 2017�

Li. energy 
upgrade�

Li. current 
upgrade�

FX power [kW] (study/trial)�
"
SX power [kW] (study/trial)�

150"
"
3 (10)�

200 "
"
10 (20)�

200 - 240 "
"
25 (30) �

200 –300     
(400)"
20-50�

750"
"
100�

Cycle time of main magnet PS"
New magnet PS for high rep. �

�
���)-�
�

�
���)�
�

�
���)�
�


��)�
�

Present RF system "
New high gradient rf system"

Install. #7,8� Install. #9�

Ring collimators�
Additional 
shields�

Add.collimato
rs and shields�
(2kW)�

Add.collimat
ors (3.5kW)�
C,D,E,F�

Back to"
JFY2012"
(2kW)"

Add."
coll."
C,D"

Add."
coll."
E,F"

Injection system"
FX system�

Inj. kicker�

SX collimator / Local shields� SX collimator�

Ti ducts and SX devices with 
Ti chamber�

SX septum 
endplate�

Beam ducts� Beam  ducts�
"

ESS�

R&D�

Manufacture 
installation/test�

R&D�

�"�# (����"$'(&, $ %*	�� '*��$�%+!��*+( ��* )*�

�"�# (����"$'(&, $ %*	����) '*+$	����) '*��$�%+!��*+( ��* )*�

Local shields�

FX: Rep. rate will be increased from ~ 0.4 Hz to ~1 Hz by replacing magnet PS’s, rf cavities, ...�
SX: Parts of stainless steel ducts are replaced with titanium ducts to reduce residual radiation dose. �

Manufacture 
installation/test�

- Budget request for the PSs was submitted as the  three-year plan, but it was not approved in JFY2015. �
- Beam power > 50 kW for SX will start after replacement of the HD target with newly developed one. 

J-PARC MR power mid-term plan

14

~320kW (Mar. 2015) → 750kW in a few years 
with power supply replacement

320

Continue to lead ν physics with T2K while preparing for Hyper-K 
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J-PARC long-term plan

• RCS energy increase to  
reduce space charge effect

• ~1.5MW

• New Booster Ring (8GeV)  
between RCS &MR

• >2MW

• New SC proton linac for  
neutrino beam 
(Conceptual study)

• ~9MW linac with  
>9GeV energy

• Using KEKB tunnel at Tsukuba?

15

Several ideas under discussion, towards multi-MW facility

3.2 GeV Inj: Ave Inj loss 1.5% "
(Total loss ~ Inj loss x1.5:  3 kW"
for MR 1.2 MW @1.2 s cycle)�

Simulation of beam survival in the injection period of the MR "
for the RCS 1MW eq. beam (4e13 ppb)"
 "

MR Injection Energy and Beam Loss"

3.4 GeV �

3.6 GeV �

6.0 GeV �

Time [s]�
0                  0.04               0.08                0.12                    �

0.94 �

1.0 �

0.96 �

0.98 � 3.4 GeV Inj: Ave Inj loss 0.75% "
(Total loss ~ Inj loss x1.5:  1.7 kW"
for MR 1.2 MW @1.2 s cycle)�

3.6 GeV Inj: Ave Inj loss 0.38% "
(Total loss ~ Inj loss x1.5: 0.92 kW"
for MR 1.2 MW @1.2 s cycle)�

3.2 GeV �

S
ur

vi
va

l r
at

io
 �

3.0 GeV �

3-50BT: 60π cut 2.4% loss (3.2 kW loss for 3GeV injection MR 1.2 MW @1.2 s cycle)"

3.0 GeV Inj: Ave Inj loss 3.2% "
(Total loss ~ Inj loss x1.5:  6 kW"
for MR 1.2 MW @1.2 s cycle)�

MR injection energy and beam loss
(simulation)

Beta & Dispersion for 1-superperiod"

β x
,y

 (m
)�

η
x,

y 
(m

)�

H & V�

s (m)�

 The 8-GeV booster ring�

(x,x’)� (y,y’)�

@ 3GeV�

@ 8GeV�

ε>125.5π    ~0.04%�

ε>54π    ~0.06%�

Phase plot @ inj.(3GeV) & extr.(8GeV)�
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Injection energy "3 GeV "
Extraction  energy 8 GeV"
Circumference 696.666 m"
Superperiodicity "4"
Transition gamma  ~15 GeV"
Collimator Aperture 126π.mm.mrad 
Physical Aperture 189 π.mm.mrad�
�

8GeV booster ring
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neutrino

Measurement of CP asymmetry with ν beam
P(νμ→νe): νe appearance probability

• Comparison of P(νμ→νe) and P(νμ→νe)
• Max. ~±25% change from δ=0 case
• Sensitive to exotic (non-MNS) CPV source
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16

Neutrino Anti-neutrino

for 295km baseline,
normal hierarchy

δ=0
δ=90°
δ=180°
δ=-90°

δ=0
δ=90°
δ=180°
δ=-90°
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sin22θ13=0.1,δ=0, normal MH

Signal
(νμ→νe CC)

Wrong sign 
appearance νμ/νμ CC beam νe/νe 

contamination NC

ν 3,016 28 11 523 172
ν 2,110 396 9 618 265

Reconstructed energy distributions

17
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Expected sensitivity to CP asymmetry 

18

90% CL contour on sin22θ13-δ plane
(δ=0°, 90°, 180°, -90° overlaid)

Mass hierarchy assumed to be known

CPδ
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• Exclusion of sinδ=0

• >3σ for 76% of δ
• >5σ for 58% of δ

• Possible to establish  
CP violation  
in the lepton sector!
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Or, we may see some surprise

NOT official

 arXiv:1502.05199 (to appear in PTEP)

reactor constraint HK
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Measurement of |Δm232|, θ23

19
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FIG. 38. The 90% CL allowed regions in the sin2 ✓23–�m2
32 plane. The true values are sin2 ✓23 = 0.5 and

�m2
32 = 2.4 ⇥ 10�3 eV2. E↵ect of systematic uncertainties is included. The red (blue) line corresponds to

the result with Hyper-K alone (with reactor constraints on sin2 2✓13).

TABLE XXII. Expected 1� uncertainty of �m2
23 and sin2 ✓23 for true sin2 ✓23 = 0.45, 0.50, 0.55. Reactor

constraint on sin2 2✓13 = 0.1± 0.005 is imposed.

True sin2 ✓23 0.45 0.50 0.55

Parameter �m2
32 sin2 ✓23 �m2

23 sin2 ✓23 �m2
32 sin2 ✓23

Normal hierarchy 1.4⇥ 10�5 eV2 0.006 1.4⇥ 10�5 eV2 0.015 1.5⇥ 10�5 eV2 0.009

Inverted hierarchy 1.5⇥ 10�5 eV2 0.006 1.4⇥ 10�5 eV2 0.015 1.5⇥ 10�5 eV2 0.009

F. Combination with atmospheric neutrino data

Atmospheric neutrinos can provide an independent and complementary information to the ac-

celerator beam program on the study of neutrino oscillation. For example, through the matter

e↵ect inside the Earth, a large statistics sample of atmospheric neutrinos by Hyper-K will have a

good sensitivity to the mass hierarchy and ✓
23

octant.

Assuming a 10 year exposure, Hyper-K’s sensitivity to the mass hierarchy and the octant of

✓
23

by atmospheric neutrino data are shown in Fig. 40. Depending upon the true value of ✓
23

the

sensitivity changes considerably, but for all currently allowed values of this parameter the mass

hierarchy sensitivity exceeds 3 � independent of the assumed hierarchy. If ✓
23

is non-maximal, the

Expected 1σ uncertainty

cf. T2K 2014 result: Δm232=2.51±0.10×10-3eV2, sin2θ23=0.514±0.055

True sin2θ23=0.5 True sin2θ23=0.45
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Neutrino astrophysics
• Supernova burst neutrino 

• >50% efficiency with >3 multiplicity  
for <2Mpc SN (~1/10yrs expected)

• Huge statistics if SN in our Galaxy

• ~250k events @ 10kpc

• Supernova relic neutrino

• ~200 events in 10 years

• History of heavy element synthesis in 
the universe

• Precision measurements of solar neutrino

• Spectrum upturn, day/night asymmetry

• Indirect WIMP Search

21
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April 2015
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Hyper-K proto-collaboraion

23

Inaugural Symposium on January 31, 2015

KEK-IPNS and UTokyo-ICRR  
signed a MoU for cooperation  

on the Hyper-Kamiokande project
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Hyper-K International Collaboration

• 13 countries, ~250 members and growing

• Governance structure has been defined 

• International Steering Committee, International Board 
Representatives, and Working Groups, Conveners Board

• R&D fund and travel budget already secured in some 
countries, and more in securing processes. 

24

Hyper-Kamiokande International Working Group

As of Apr. 2015

13 countries, 67 institutes, ~250 people

Europe 112

France 10

Italy 15

Poland 4

Russia 8

Spain 3

Switzerland 22

UK 50

Asia 73

Japan 65

Korea 8

Americas 63

Brazil 2

Canada 17

USA 44
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• Just held 3rd Hyper-K EU meeting at CERN this week

http://indico.cern.ch/e/ThirdEUHyperK 

http://indico.cern.ch/e/ThirdEUHyperK
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Next step
• Design Report is requested by KEK/ICRR. 

• To be prepared in 2015. 

• The next update of Japanese science roadmap (SCJ master-plan 
and MEXT roadmap) expected in 2016-2017. 

• Optimum design, construction cost&period, beam & near 
detector, international responsibilities 

• An international review will proceed under KEK/ICRR to 
promote the project.

• Once the budget is approved, the construction can start in 2018 
and the operation will begin in ~2025. 

26

It is a critical time to promote the project

Open for more collaborators !
Next (worldwide) HK Open meeting: June 29-July 1, @Kashiwa/Japan 
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Cavern Analysis Overview
• Elastic, static analysis was conduced and reported at the 

last meeting
- one calculation for the whole cavern. 
- evaluate the plasticity region based on elastic analysis

- Mohr-Coulomb’s criterion as failure criteria, general (mean) 
values for Young’s modulus 

- design PS anchors, rockbolts, and shotcrete to support the 
loosened area.

- elastic limit of the supports themselves not taken into account

11

• Elasto-plastic, static analysis
- step-by-step calculations for each excavation benches.
- perform calculation even after the stress exceeds the elastic limit.

- Hoek-Brown’s criterion as failure criteria, revised Young’s 
modulus

- strain softening calculation
- Designed supports are considered in the calculation 
- elastic limit of the supports also taken into account.
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last meeting
- one calculation for the whole cavern. 
- evaluate the plasticity region based on elastic analysis

- Mohr-Coulomb’s criterion as failure criteria, general (mean) 
values for Young’s modulus 

- design PS anchors, rockbolts, and shotcrete to support the 
loosened area.

- elastic limit of the supports themselves not taken into account

11

• Elasto-plastic, static analysis
- step-by-step calculations for each excavation benches.
- perform calculation even after the stress exceeds the elastic limit.

- Hoek-Brown’s criterion as failure criteria, revised Young’s 
modulus

- strain softening calculation
- Designed supports are considered in the calculation 
- elastic limit of the supports also taken into account.

NEW

Excavation steps & supporting method

Geological survey & Cavern stability
• Detailed geological surveys at the 

candidates site vicinity

• Cavern stability and its supporting 
method has been studied

• Confirmed that the HK cavern can 
be constructed with the existing 
techniques

13
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Fig. 6.3 Division of a Tunnel Face of an Excavated Side-Wall Section of a Tank 
Cavern 

 
 
 
 
6.2 Construction Process 

The process of constructing the tank cavern was evaluated based on references to 
the process estimation standards in Japan. The results are shown in Table 6.1. It 
will take a little over two years to excavate the new and additional sections, 
approach tunnels, belt conveyor tunnels, etc. After constructing these tunnels, a 
little less than three years will be required to excavate the tank cavern. Thus, the 
total process is expected to be completed in just less than five years. 

As described in Section 3.4, displacements and loosened zones can change, 
depending on the results of the further detailed analyses. Although anchors and 
other supports could control such changes, the cost and excavation process will have 
to be modified depending on actual site conditions. 
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Survey in the Mozumi 
(Super-K) area  is on-going.

15年4月20日月曜日
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Photo-sensor development in Japan

28

12

Photo-sensor candidates
highQE/CE Hybrid Det.Super-K PMT

Venetian 
blind 

dynode

highQE/CE PMT

Box&Line 
dynode

Avalanche 
photo-

detector

Quantum Efficiency　22% 30% 30%
Collection Efficiency　80% 93% 95%

Established by SK
price known in R&D

lower price expected

in R&D
lower price exp’d

Open for other photo-sensor options,
for better performance and/or reduced cost
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Higher QE achieved

29

High Quantum Efficiency (QE) of ~30% has been achieved ! 
for 50cm B&L PMT and HPD
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Intermediate detectors

30

50m

•Oscillation study
• Water target (same w/ the far detector, 
minimize nuclear uncertainty)
• NCπ0 BG measurement
• beam νe BG

• Other physics
• νμ, νe interaction studies
• Sterile ν searches

Conceptual design νPRISM
50m tall WČ

TITUS
WČ+MRD

ND280 also assumed as part of ND
Open for more ideas
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World wide R&D

Still a lot to do towards real detector construction… 
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Target Schedule

JFY
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Access tunnels

Cavity excavation

Tank construction

sensor installation

Photo-sensor productionPhoto-sensor development

Survey, Detailed design

-2018   Construction starts
-2025   Data taking start
-2028 Discovery of Neutrino CP violation？
-2030 Discovery of Proton Decay？
-20xx  Detection of supernova neutrinos
-20xx  Discovery of new phenomena

750kW and beyond~240kW

J-PARC Power Upgrade

Construction

water filling

Operation

Prototype detector

T2K will accumulate
approved POT

15年4月20日月曜日

Target schedule

32
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Hyper-K: Summary
• Wide physics topics with discovery potentials 

• Proton decay discovery potential for 1034-1035 yrs

• ν CPV(76% of δ space at 3σ), δ precision of <20°

• SN bursts, relic SN ν,WIMP annihilation ν ... 

• Many good results in development works worldwide 

• See recent EU Hyper-K meeting for more detail

• Boost promoting the project 

• International proto-collaboration has been formed

• Cooperation with KEK-IPNS/ICRR to develop the project

• Design Report to be prepared in 2015

• Open for new collaborators!

33

Next (worldwide) HK Open meeting: June 29-July 1, @Kashiwa, Japan 



Backup
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Memberships of the IBR
Chair: D. Wark

Brazil: H. Nunokawa (Rio de Janeiro)

Canada: S. Bhadra (York), A. Konaka (TRIUMF)

France: M. Gonin (Ecole Polytechnique)

Italy: M.G. Catanesi (INFN-Bari)

Japan: T. Kobayashi (KEK), T. Nakaya (Kyoto), M. Shiozawa (ICRR)

Korea: K.K. Joo (CNU)

Poland: E. Rondio (NCBJ, Warsaw)

Russia: Y. Kudenko (INR)

Spain: L. Labarga (Madrid)

Switzerland: A. Blondel (Geneva)

UK: F. Di Lodovico (QM London), D. Wark (STFC, RAL-PPD)

USA: E. Kearns (Boston), C. Walter (Duke)
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WG1
Shiozawa

Smy
H.Tanaka

WG2
Sekiya
Vagins

WG3
Nakayama
Nishimura

WG4
Hayato
Lindner

WG5
Miura
Walter

Di Lodovico

WG6
Koshio

McCauley
Mine

Hide Tanaka
Hiro Tanaka

WG7
Hartz

Wilson

Project Leader:
Masato Shiozawa

Project co-Leader:
Francesca Di Lodovico

Phys-WG1
Yokoyama

Phys-WG
Yokoyama

Phys-WG2
Wendell

Phys-WG3
Shimizu
Takeuchi

International Working Groups

WG8
Hartz
Fuji

WG1: Cavity and Tank
WG2: Water
WG3: Photo-sensors
WG4: Electronics and DAQ
WG5: Software
WG6: Calibration
WG7: Near Detectors
WG8: Beam & Accelerator

Phys-WG1: Accelerator

Phys-WG2: Atmospheric ν+Nucleon decays

Phys-WG3: Astroparticle Physics (SN,

Solar ν, etc)

Very active and growing group! Recently added new conveners.
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(International) Steering Committee

Membership

• Chair: T. Nakaya

• IBR chair (co-chair of the iSC): D. Wark (UK)

• ICRR representative: N. Nakahata (Japan)

• KEK representative: T. Kobayashi (Japan)

• Project leader and co-leader: M. Shiozawa (Japan), 

F. Di Lodovico (UK)

• Physics convener: M. Yokoyama (Japan)

• At-large members:
● H. Aihara (Japan), A. Blondel (Switzerland), G. 

Catanesi (Italy), E. Kearns (USA), J.M.Poutissou 
(Canada)
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Hyper-K project in Japan
• One of two top priority projects in HEP community (Feb. 2012)

• http://www.jahep.org/office/doc/201202_hecsubc_report.pdf  

• Endorsed by cosmic ray physics community as a next large-scale 
project 

• KEK roadmap includes Hyper-K 
• http://kds.kek.jp/getFile.py/access?sessionId=1&resId=0&materialId=0&confId=11728  

• Science Council of Japan selected Hyper-K as one of 27 top 
priority projects in “Japanese Master Plan of Large Research 
Projects” (out of 192 projects in all field of science) 

• http://www.scj.go.jp/ja/info/kohyo/pdf/kohyo-22-t188-1.pdf  

• Not on the list of MEXT Roadmap 2014. 

• We aim for the next roadmap, which is anticipated in 2017,  
with addressing comments received 
(international participation, organization, cost estimate)

38

http://www.jahep.org/office/doc/201202_hecsubc_report.pdf
http://kds.kek.jp/getFile.py/access?sessionId=1&resId=0&materialId=0&confId=11728
http://www.scj.go.jp/ja/info/kohyo/pdf/kohyo-22-t188-1.pdf
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2015/1/10�

For 1-MW user operation, "
reinforcement of the anode power supplies 
of the rf power amplifiers is necessary.�
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Collimator section�

First arc section (near the dispersion peak)�

Mainly from foil scattering during injection�
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BLM signals @ collimator & arc sections"

Longitudinal beam loss�

LINAC and RCS update
• Linac energy increased with ACS installation in 2013:  

181MeV → 400MeV 

• Front-end system replaced with a new one to increase  
the peak current in 2014: 30mA→50mA

• RCS (3GeV) power increased (300→500kW now, 1MW tested)
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Accel. field�

Beam axis�Beam axis�

Pumping port�

The ACS system�

972 MHz "
Klystron�

Anode 
modulator�

Control (LLRF, HV..)�

The ACS (Annular-ring Coupled Structure linac) system"
 "
- Frequency : 972 MHz "
 - 21 accelerating modules"
 - 4 debuncher modeules�

400-MeV acceleration was achieved on Jan. 17, 2014.�

Before installation�

After installation�
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Present limit and prospect for upgradePresent limit and prospect for upgrade

Based on ~5yrs of operation experience, facility is ready to accept 750kW beam. 
Doubled rep-rate scenario may allow us to go beyond 750kW !  

Facilities for radioactive waste treatment (drainage, exhaust) and cooling are the bottleneck.
Timely upgrade of the facilities is desirable.  

Apparatus which are  inaccessible after beam irradiation (decay volume/beam dump, 
di i hi ld) d i d 3 4MW b d ki i l

T.Ishida J-PARC 2014 : The 2nd International Symposium on Science at J-PARC, Jul.15, 2014

radiation shield)  were designed to accept 3~4MW beam and working nicely.
Upgrades of core apparatus (target/window/horn) may become necessary for multi-MW.

24

J-PARC ν beamline prospects
• Will be ready to accept 750kW

• All 3 horns were replaced to upgraded design in 2013-2014

• Horn PS for high rep purchased

• Enhancement of radioactive water/air disposal capability ongoing

• NO NEED to reconstruct facility upto ~3MW

• Inaccessible part  (decay volume, beam dump)  
designed for multi-MW

• Need buildings for handling  
radio-active waste (water)

• International cooperation 
for development of  
core parts 
(target, horns, window, …)

40
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Systematic error assumptions

• Beam flux + near detector constraint

• (Conservatively) assumed to be the same

• Cross section uncertainties not constrained by ND

• Nuclear difference removed assuming water measurements

• Far detector 

• Reduced by increased statistics of atmospheric ν control sample

41

• Further reduction by new near detectors under study

ν mode anti-ν mode
νe νμ νe νμ

Flux&ND 3.0 2.8 5.6 4.2
XSEC model 1.2 1.5 2.0 1.4
Far Det. +FSI 0.7 1.0 1.7 1.1

Total 3.3 3.3 6.2 4.5

Uncertainty on the expected number of events at Hyper-K (%)

(T2K 2014)

νe νμ
3.1 2.7
4.7 5.0
3.7 5.0
6.8 7.6

Based on T2K/SK+extrapolation including correlations
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